Tue 30.5. 18h Pre-Opening
GUIDED VISIT ALICE EPFL

Wed 31.5. 10–17.30h CRITIQUES EPFL
18h GUIDED VISIT ALICE EPFL

Thu 01.6. 10–17.30h CRITIQUES EPFL
18h GUIDED VISIT ALICE WITH APÉRO
by studio directors and students

Mon 05.06. 18.30h LUKE KORDYL
Singer Songwriter, London
19.30h THEATER
„HÖRRAUSCH MIT FLUCHTWAGEN: ROADMOVIE“
vereinderflaneure.ch

Tue 06.6. 16–20h Symposium OPEN SPACE
Speakers: Daniel Ganz, Dario Negueruela, Dieter Dietz, Simon Lamunière
18.30h PANEL — Moderated by Daniel Zamarbide (ALICE/EPFL)
Organized by Archithese and ALICE/EPFL
18–19h GUIDED VISIT ALICE/EPFL

Wed 7.6. 16–20h Symposium PROTOSTRUCTURES
Speakers: Agathe Mignon, Manuel Herz, Milica Topalovic, Tanja Herdt, Yona Friedman
18.30h PANEL — Moderated by Jörg Himmelreich (Archithese)
Organized by Archithese and ALICE/EPFL
18–19h GUIDED VISIT ALICE/EPFL

Thu 8.6. 17h ZHdK- Diplomvernissage
19h GUIDED VISIT
with Dieter Dietz, Matthias Wyssmann, Jonas Voegeli
„House 2 – Counter City & Telling the Story of a Growing City“
20h PERFORMANCE — VELI & AMOS

Mon 12.6. 15 / 17h GUIDED VISIT with Matthias Wyssmann
„House 2 – Counter City & Telling the Story of a Growing City“
21.15h OPEN AIR KINO – Urbanismus & Verdichtung by
Maike Thies, Departement Design, ZHdK
MEGACITIES, Michael Glawogger, 1998, CH/AT
BATUSHAS HAUS, Jan Gollob und Tino Glimmang, 2016, CH

Tue 13.6. 13 / 17h GUIDED VISIT with Matthias Wyssmann
„House 2 – Counter City & Telling the Story of a Growing City“
21.15h OPEN AIR KINO – Urbanismus & Verdichtung
PLAYTIME, Jacques Tati, 1967, FR

Wed 14.6. 18h GAME-PRESENTATION – Urbanismus & Verdichtung
ZHdK, Departement Design, Game Design
CITY OF SHADES (2016), Florin Gasser, Bachelorproject
FRANKY (2015), Tunay Bora; Simon Gloor, Semesterproject
THEATER
„HÖRRAUSCH MIT FLUCHTWAGEN: ROADMOVIE“
vereinderflaneure.ch

Thu 15.6. 18h SHOW AND TELL
„Printmedia Today: Book-Lovers present their favourite books on architecture.“
Francisco Moura Veiga